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Availing of Garnet Engagement Rings

Engagement rings are jewelries that could never be forgotten. Well, to make them really unforgettable, you
have to choose the right and absolutely beautiful that are worthy to be kept for a lifetime.

March 30, 2010 - PRLog -- Engagement rings are jewelries that could never be forgotten. Well, to make
them really unforgettable, you have to choose the right and absolutely beautiful that are worthy to be kept
for a lifetime. Nowadays, a selection of a diamond engagement ring is in the mind of most couples.
Knowing that a diamond means forever, it is also a hard kind of element that is best suited for any kind of
rings especially for the wedding and engagement rings. But if you want some other gemstones other than
the diamond, there are always items that are available in the market. They may not be as expensive as that
of the diamond but they have beauty that could make your engagement rings perfect. One alternative for
your engagement rings is a garnet. This could add uniqueness and striking effect to your ring.
http://www.hibeads.com 

When we say garnet, it is an excellent and beautiful gemstone that has a deep and vibrant color. When it is
set with a light toned precious metal band like white gold, platinum or silver, it will really look particularly
amazing . Garnets species are found in many colors including red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple,
brown, black, pink and colorless. The rarest of these is the blue garnet, discovered in the late 1990s in
Bekily, Madagascar. In daylight, their color ranges from shades of green, beige, brown, gray, and blue, but
in incandescent light, they appear a reddish . Due to their elegant hues and dazzling aesthetic, garnet
engagement rings are items that will always be appreciated and adored by the wearer. Garnet engagement
rings do not only focus on the elegant and precious gemstone. The majority of these rings that includes
diamonds which accentuate and at the same time, provide an additional value. The contrast between the
brilliant shimmer of colorless diamonds and the deep hues of a flawless garnet makes for one piece of
jewelry that looks uniquely resplendent.

Wearing of engagement rings will bring praises and appreciations from your friends. It will also give you
enjoyment and happiness while staring on it. Diamond engagement rings, as what is emphasized above, are
absolutely common and people hardly give them a second glance. Because of this, garnet becomes so
valuable. Since that engagement rings are not that common, they never fail to impress people with their
beauty and elegance. 

One of the advantages on choosing a garnet for your engagement rings is its price. We all know that a
diamond may cost an arm and a leg. So being a practical buyer, you could really save a lot on choosing the
garnet engagement ring. Because of this, you can stretch and delegate some of your budgets to your other
expenses like preparations for church wedding and at the same time for your reception. You can also
acquire a flawless garnet that is exceptionally clear, well cut, large and has an elegant color. Basically, you
have a lot of reasons on choosing a garnet engagement ring. Availing this beautiful and elegant ring will
never cost you that much.

For more information, please take your time and have a look at our jewelry online shop
http://www.hibeads.com

# # #

Established in 1998, Golden Stone Jewelry Co.,LTD . wholesale various kinds of natural gemstone beads,
semiprecious stone beads, pearls, mother of pearls, rough gemstones and mineral specimens. As one of the
biggest wholesaler in china, we have our own digging area, pearl farm and manufactory in Hubei, Zhejiang,
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Jiangxi province. Through years' of business dealing, we have won the long-established confidence among
the clients from various countries.
Our jewelry online shop: http://www.hibeads.com
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